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Relative Clauses. Variable Binding. 

[Heim-Kratzer, chapter 5] 
 
 
 
1. RELATIVE CLAUSES 
 
1.1.  The “external” function of Relative Clauses: predicates (modifiers). 
 
(1)  a.   The house which is empty is available. 

b.   The empty house is available. 
c. [[which1 t1 is empty]]s =   [[empty]]s =    λx. x is empty in s  =    λx. EMPTY(x) 
 

(2)  a.   The man that Mary saw is here. 
b. [[(which1) that Mary saw t1]]s =   λx. Mary saw x in s =  λx. SAW(m,x) 

 
(3)  a.   The boy whose mother visited me is in my class. 

b.   [[who1 t1’s mother visited me]]s =  [[who1 the mother of t1 visited me]]s =   
λx. the mother of x visited me     

 
 
 
2.2. The internal structure of Relative Clauses. 
 
(4) a.   The man which Mary saw is a philosopher. 

a. The man such that Mary saw him is a philosopher. 
 
 
(5)      [[DP]]s,g =  [[DP]]s =  [[DP]]s,∅ = 
      the unique y for which (λx. MAN(x) ∧ SAW(x)(m)) (y) = 1 
                 i.e., the unique man that Mary saw,  
      i.e., ιx (MAN(x) ∧ SAW(m,x)) 
        DP         
        
   D    NP         [[NP]]s,g =      λx. MAN(x) ∧ SAW(m, x)  
         
 The     N     CP         [[CP]]s,g =      λx.SAW(m, x) 
 
   man       which1/such1     C’ 
       [[man]]s,g =            
       λx.MAN(x)      that    [[IP]]s,g =       SAW(m, g(1)) 
                   
              NP       VP 
                        
         Mary          V    NP 
                          
               saw t1 / him1 
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(6)  IDEA:  Natural Lg which1/such1 IP corresponds to PrL+λ  λv.φ . 
(And that in (5) is semantically vacuous). 
 

 
(7)        Predicate Abstraction (PA):  

If α has the form      α   ,   where β is a relative pronoun or such, and i ∈|N,  
                

  β i      γ 
then [[α]]s,g =  λx∈De. [[γ]]gx/i 
   i.e., the function h ∈ De → Dt such that, for any x ∈ De, 

               h(x)  =  [[γ]]s,gx/i 
 
 
 
EXERCISE 1: Do the semantic computation, step by step, of the DPs in (8)-(9): 
(8)  The country that Matilda is from. 
(9)  The boy whose mother visited Pat. 
 
(10) The boy such1 that Martina saw the dog (which2) he1 owns t2. 
 

DP 
    
 D    NP1 
          
The     N       CP1 
          
    man         such1      C’ 
              
        that     IP 
           
    Martina VP 
            
       saw  DP 
            
       the  NP2 
          
       N  CP2 
                
                dog   which2  IP 
               
           he1         VP 
             
           owns          t2 
 
 
 
EXERCISE 2: Finish the computation on p. 115 in book. 
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2. VARIABLE BINDING. 
 
2.1. Variables and binders. 
 
(11)    
                     PrL+λ            Natural Language 
VARIABLES 
Defining Property 
     

x, y, z,… X, Y,… 
Their denotation varies from 
assignment to assignment. 

he1, she4, his3, it10, t5, them1, … 
Same. 

BINDERS 
Defining Property 

∀ , ∃ , λ  
????? 

which1, such4, and possibly others. 
????? 

 
 
(12) Variable Binder (intuitively): 

Variable Binders are expressions that remove or reduce assignment dependency in 
some trees/expressions. That is, β is a variable binder if there are trees/expressions α 
and γ such that    α     and the denotation of γ varies with respect to more assignments  
                                  than the denotation of α. 
                β          γ 

 
(13)  Variable binder (Heim-Kratzer p. 117): 

An expression β is a variable binder (in a language L) iff there are trees γ and 
assignment g such that 

i.   γ is not in the domain of [[.]]g, but 
ii. some tree whose immediate constituents are β and γ is in the domain of 

[[.]]g. 
 
(14) 
                     PrL+λ            Natural Language 
VARIABLE  
               BINDING 
   

A variable occurrence δ is bound by a 
binder occurrence β iff: 
   i. δ is in the scope of β,  
  ii. β is immediately followed 
      by another occurrence of that 
      same variable, and 
  iii. no other binder occurrence with 
      the properties i and ii is in the  
      scope of  β. 
  

A variable occurrence δ is bound 
by a binder occurrence β iff: 
  i. δ is c-commanded by β,  
  ii. β and δ are coindexed, 
      and 
  iii. no other binder occurrence      
      with the properties i and ii is 
      c-commanded by β. 
 

 
 
EXAMPLES: 
(15)  Mary saw the man which1 t1 visited his1 mother. 
(16)  Mary visited the man such1 that I know the boy which1 t1 visited his1 mother. 
 
 
EXERCICE 3: Do the semantic computation of (17)-(18). Discuss who binds what. 
(17)  Mary introduced him1 to the man which1 I saw t1. 
(18)  Mary introduced the man which1 I saw t1 to the boy which1 I saw t1. 
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2.2. Other issues. 
 
 How to treat gender in pronouns? 

(19) [[him1]]s,g   =  g(1) if g(1) is male; 
   no denotation otherwise. 
 
(20) [[such1 that Paul saw him1]] s,g     
  =  λx: x∈De and x is male. SAW(x)(p) 
  =  the function f such that, for any x∈De, 
   f(x)= 1  if  x is a male and Paul saw x 
   f(x)= 0  if x is male and Paul didn’t see x, 
   x ∉ Dom(f)     if x is not male. 
 
(21) [[student such1 that Paul saw him1]] s,g     
  =  λx: x∈De and x is male. STUDENT(x) ∧ SAW(p, x) 
  =  the function f such that, for any x∈De, 
 f(x)= 1  if  x is a male, and it it’s the case that x is a student and 

Paul saw x 
 f(x)= 0 if x is male and it is not the case that both [x is a student 

and Paul saw x], 
   x ∉ Dom(f)     if x is not male. 
 
QUESTION: What is the denotation of (22)? 
(22) table such1 that Paul saw him1 
 
 
 
 Some syntactic constraints on variable binding: 

(23)  * the boy such1 that I lived in Paris. 
(24)  Ban on Vacuous Quantification in NatLg: 

Each variable binder must bind at least one variable. 
 
(25)  the boy who1 t1 likes *him1  / himself1 
(26)  Binding Theory Principle B: 

A pronoun cannot be coindexed with a c-commanding DP within its Binding Domain 
(≈its clause). 


